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Abstract—This research aims to identify the implementation of academic service quality in Higher Education in Indonesia. The academic service is a core product of the Higher Education so positively perceived academic service quality will also lead to positive image of the Higher Education. However, inconsistency of academic service process gives negative effects on academic service image which is offered by the Higher Education. Based on this issue, the researchers take a descriptive research by a survey method to the students in Higher Education in Indonesia. Results of the research that are seen from reliability, responsiveness, assurance, empathy and tangible dimensions show various results. The implication of this research is that Higher Education can have ability to improve its academic service through more consistent, flexible and proper academic service paths to the students’ needs.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Higher Education as one of the education institutions is required to give qualified education service so that it can be accountable and qualified [1-3]. Higher Education as a service industry must start to think the importance of customer service in a more mature manner because there is an increasing awareness that customer service and satisfaction serve as vital aspects in maintaining business and winning the competition. Student satisfaction is assumed to be determined by service quality related to the academic [4,5]. Academic service has greater portion in education service. Academic service is a service greatly related directly to students, so Higher Education in giving academic service must try to understand and meet students’ needs and ultimately on students’ perception [4,6]. A qualified academic service will lead to students’ satisfaction. Student satisfaction is shown by student loyalty in Higher Education and students will tell the satisfied academic service to others [7,8]. Academic service quality in Higher Education is determined five main dimensions, namely reliability, responsiveness, empathy, tangibility, and assurance [9].

Quality is a keep moving and dynamic thing, if it is moving forward then it is said to be quality improvement, if it is moving backward then it is said to be quality decrease [10]. Quality can be defined as superiority or excellence namely exceeding the applied genera standard. A thing can be said to be qualified if there is a compatibility between requirements owned by the desired objects or service by the people who will. Service quality is the extent to which the service given by a company is based on customer needs and expectation [11]. Service quality is the extent of differences of reality and customer expectation that they accept. Academic service quality is the value given by the customer on the give academic service based on the customer expectation. The customers in this case are the students who will state whether the academic is qualified based on their specification or not. Academic service quality in this research is the value given on the level of good academic service based on student expectation [12].

Related to the academic service reality in the field, there are still many complaints given by students. The complaints by the students concerning the academic service include: (1) the number of equipment and facility of practice tools in the laboratory which is not yet met based on the number of students for example less number of computer than the number of students doing the practice in the computer laboratory, incomplete equipment appliances in the laboratory (2) the absence of library facility in each department (3)academic service in administration section which cannot be done in a fast, responsive and appropriate manner (4) recommendations of improvement and maintenance for the facility and infrastructure as well as equipment are yet applied, for example in typing laboratory, there are still many damaged typing tools (5)less relevant curriculum and course materials to the business world (6) the absence of research between lecturers and students [13-15]. From these clear illustrations, it often faces problems related to academic service quality, but in the illustration, there are no any main dimensions of Higher Education academic service quality such as reliability, responsiveness, empathy, tangibility, and assurance. Also, this
research survey is yet not conducted on primary school teacher education study program. Thus, the researchers are interested in taking a survey on academic service quality for each indicator of academic service quality related to reliability, responsiveness, empathy, tangibility, and assurance so it can determine how the description of academic service quality of primary school teacher education study program is.

II. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

The method used in this research is a quantitative method with literature study and survey. With this method, it is expected that the researchers will be able to obtain an overview of the academic service quality. In the data collection, the researchers used a questionnaire with the students in the primary school teacher education study program as the object research since they are considered as one of the parties who directly experience the academic services provided by the higher education. After conducting probability sampling method with simple random sampling, the number of participating students was 234 people. Meanwhile, literature study was carried out by examining various journals and other relevant sources. The data obtained were then analyzed using frequency analysis and histograms so that it can draw the percentages for each indicator in each dimension of the academic service quality.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Academic service quality is the value given by customers based on their expectation. Academic service quality in Higher Education is determined by five main dimensions, namely reliability, responsiveness, empathy, tangibility, and assurance. Based on these academic service quality, results of the survey show the illustration of academic service quality in the primary school teacher education study program as is the following:

From the picture above, the dimension of academic quality with the highest level of implementation according to the students’ perspective is the assurance dimension with a score of 4.069 which is then followed by the empathy dimension with a score of 3.898, responsiveness with a score of 3.805, tangibles with a score of 3.715 and finally, reliability with a score of 3.536. From the acquisition of the highest score, it shows that the higher education has been able to guarantee the students’ trust, meaning that the ability given by the higher education to serve the students’ needs has been as promised and on time. However, from the acquisition of the reliability score which shows the lowest score, it shows that the reliability of the higher education institution in providing services must be improved. It still must improve the red tape service procedures and also to meet students’ needs and receiving student complaints. For more details, the following is an illustration of the quality of academic services for each indicator in each dimension:

From the picture above, it can be seen that the reliability dimension consisting of the indicators the campus has fast procedures for student needs; the campus has a proper procedure for student needs; the campus has a fast procedure for receiving student complaints; the campus has a proper procedure for receiving student complaints; the campus provides fast academic administration services; the campus provides proper academic administration services; the campus provides student service
schedule that is appropriately applied; the campus has straightforward service procedures; show different results. Out of all the existing indicators, the campus indicators of providing a fast and proper academic administration services are the indicators with the highest score compared to other indicators. Meanwhile, the campus indicator of having a fast procedure for receiving student complaints is the indicator with the lowest score. From these findings, it can be seen that students still feel less about the quality of fast academic services. Reliability is the ability to provide services as promised, reliable and accurate, consistent and service conformity [9]. Thus, in Higher Education, straightforward academic services between students, lecturers and administration department is the core of the implementation of the reliability dimension. In this study, apart from reliability, the following picture is the responsiveness dimension:

Fig. 3. Responsiveness dimension.

Responsiveness dimension consists of indicators, namely the Head of Study Program is responsive in solving student needs; lecturers are responsive in solving student needs; The staff is responsive in solving student needs; The Head of Study Program provides understandable information; Lecturers provide understandable information; Staff provides understandable information

Services to students are provided quickly and responsively; lecturers are responsive in solving student needs, Staff is responsive in solving student needs, Staff is responsive in solving student needs, Staff is responsive in solving student needs, Staff is responsive in solving student needs, The Head of Study Program provides understandable information, Lecturers provide understandable information, Staff provides understandable information

Responsiveness in this study is defined as the willingness of the head of study program, lecturers or academic staff to help the customers, namely students, in providing fast services as well as hearing and resolving their arising complaints. The point is that higher education institution tries to respond to students’ complaints and needs. With a fast response, certainly, it will have an impact on the quality of services provided by the higher education to the students. The following is a figure showing the assurance dimension based on the results of a survey on the students:

Fig. 4. Assurance dimension.
The Assurance Dimension consists of indicators namely Head of Study Program controls what is his responsibility; The staff controls what is their responsibility; Lecturers have good abilities in providing lecture materials; Lecturers have good skills at works; The staff has good skills at works; The service provided by the Head of Study Program is polite; The service provided by the Head of Study Program is friendly; The service provided by the lecturers is polite; The service provided by the lecturers is friendly; The service provided by the staff is polite; The service provided by the staff is friendly; There is an assurance of security for students from the available services. The service provided by the head of study program is polite, it is the indicator with the highest score, while there is an assurance of security for students from the available services is the indicator with the lowest score. The high and low of each indicator is determined by the level of the quality of services offered by the Higher Education Institutions. Assurance is the ability of employees to generate confidence and trust as promise given to the consumers [9]. This dimension requires the head of study program, lecturers and staff to keep their promises in providing services to students. With the fulfillment of promises accompanied by high abilities in carrying out tasks, it is believed that students will believe that the academic service offered is in a high level of quality academic service.

In addition to reliability, responsiveness, and assurance, the following is a description of the results of a survey on the students for the empathy dimension:

![Empathy Dimension](image)

The Empathy Dimension is one of the dimensions having the most influences on the level of quality of academic services. Empathy is the willingness of employees to care more about giving personal attention to customers [9]. For example, placing yourself as a customer, if a customer complaints, there must be a solution by showing a genuine sense of care. The Emphaty Dimension consisting the indicators namely The Head of Study Program gives special attention to the students’ needs; Lecturers pay special attention to the students’ needs; The staff pays special attention to the students’ needs; The Head of Study Program pays attention to the students’ complaints; Lecturers pay attention to the students’ complaints; The staff pays attention to the students’ complaints; The Head of Study Program provides the same service to all students regardless of social status and others; Lecturers provide the same service to all students regardless of social status and others; The staff provides the same service to all students regardless of social status and others. From the picture above, it can be seen that the indicator of that the lecturers provide the same service to all students regardless of social status and others is the indicator with the highest score while the indicator of the staff gives special attention to student needs is the indicator of the empathy dimension with the lowest score. It cannot be denied that special attention to the students’ needs cannot be given maximally due to the obligation to complete other tasks that must be fulfilled by the head of study program, lecturers and staff. However, it must be understood that any tasks that must be completed by the Head of Study Program, lecturers and staff, in essence, must lead to improve the quality of academic services for students as well.

The final survey result of the quality of academic services is the tangible dimension. This dimension shows different results for each indicator, it can be seen in the following figure:

![Tangible Dimension](image)
The Tangible dimension consists the indicators namely of student needs for lecturing services being met, student needs for lecture facilities are met, complete lecture facilities in accordance with Higher Education publications, the campus maintains the completeness of the teaching and learning process, the campus maintains readiness in the teaching and learning process and the campus maintains the cleanliness of the equipment used in the teaching and learning process. From the picture above, it can be seen that the indicator of the campus maintains the cleanliness of any tools used in the teaching and learning process is the highest indicator while the indicator of the students’ need for lecture facilities is met is the lowest indicator. Tangible is the appearance of physical facilities, equipment, and various communication materials [9].

In an environment of Higher Education, physical facilities can be seen from the cleanliness, tidiness, and comfort of the study rooms. It is also about the room arrangement both interior and exterior; Adequate learning equipment, readiness for use such as presentation facilities, multimedia communication tools, and others. All of these indicators, if they are implemented properly, will greatly give impacts on students’ perceptions on the quality of the offered academic by the higher education institution.

The quality of academic services is very important to be noticed and improved in Higher Education [16]. Service quality is always dynamic and developing in order to meet customer expectations [9]. Customer expectations also grow to meet market demands and developments in the world of work. Meanwhile, the influence of the quality of academic service variable shows greater effects than the bureaucracy on the quality of Higher Education, so it is expected that the quality of academic services will always be continuously improved [7]. The final goal of academic service is the quality of higher education [17,18]. The quality of academic services is one of the dominant variables giving effects on the quality of higher education, in addition to other variables such as: cost or price, product, situational factors, personal factors, and other aspects [19,20], so good academic service quality by the Higher Education will give effects on the image of the Higher Education itself [1]. The main customers of Higher institution are students, so the quality of academic services will greatly give effects on student satisfaction as the main customers [21-23]. Academic service quality serves as the most important thing to be considered and improved in the Higher Education.

IV. CONCLUSION

Academic service quality is a comparison of the academic service perceived by the customers of stakeholders with the academic service quality expected by the customers or stakeholders. If the academic service quality is perceived to be the same or exceeding the expected service quality, then the service is said to be qualified. The main dimensions of university academic service quality consisting of reliability, responsiveness, empathy, tangibility, and assurance based on the survey show different results but each dimension is still in good category. The implication of this research is that Higher Education can have ability to improve its academic service through more consistent, flexible and proper academic service paths to the students’ needs.
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